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Tall bearded iris HELLO TEMPTATION

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to our 2016 catalogue in which we offer a range of new tall bearded iris from John Taylor and
Graeme Grosvenor and a wide selection of the latest and best iris and daylilies from around the world.
This printed catalogue is an abbreviated version of the full catalogue which is available online at our
website www.rainbowridgenursery.com.au. The printed catalogue features all the photos included in the
online catalogue plus some additional garden shots featuring iris. This year we have included written
descriptions for the new release TBs in the printed catalogue. Written descriptions for all other bearded
and louisian iris and daylilies, as well as extended cultural notes, can be obtained online.
We have had a very exciting 2014/2015 including receiving many awards for our iris. Our two top TB
winners were SCARED STIFF, winner of the 2014 Dykes Medal, and FOR GABRIELLE, winner of the 2014 Alan Johnson Medal. Awards of Merit were received for TBs FOR GABRIELLE,
STRANGE HARMONY, SHARRELIZ, OUR LILY and BOYD. John's Californian iris 13-64 won
the 2014 Gordon Loveridge Medal.
We are also excited with the many new iris we have imported over the last few years from the US and now
have growing on. Some appear in this year's catalogue and others will be released over coming years.
John's garden, EIDOLIA PARK in Millthorpe, will be part of the 2015 Millthorpe Garden Ramble to be
held over the weekend of Saturday/Sunday the 31st October/1st November 2015 between 10am and
4pm. We will be there with a stall selling bare rooted TBs and potted Californian Iris. Plenty of seating
and food will be available. EIDOLIA PARK is located at 75 Charles Booth Way Millthorpe.
John’s garden is spread over 15 acres and is landscaped with iris, roses and many different and interesting
plants, shrubs and trees. For further details on the Garden Ramble, including entrance charges, please
email: millthorpegardenramble@gmail.com or visit the website http://www.millthorpevillage.com.au/).
John's garden will also be open on the weekends of 7th/8th, and 14th/15th November 2015 between
10am and 4pm. Again, we will be there with a stall selling bare rooted TBs and potted Californian Iris.
Entry on these two weekends is by gold coin donation.
The NSW Region of the Iris Society of Australia will hold its 2015 annual show on Saturday and Sunday
24th/25th October 2015 between 11am and 4pm on Saturday and between 9am and 3pm on Sunday at
the BLACKHEATH COMMUNITY HALL, Great Western Highway, BLACKHEATH. We will be
there with a stall selling bare rooted TBs and potted Californian Iris.
Please note that EIDOLIA PARK will not be open to the public except on the open days listed above.
We hope you enjoy our new catalogue and we look forward to seeing you in the spring.
Sharon and Scott Drinkwater
Abbreviations used in the catalogue
E Early season 		Ev Evergreen 		Tet Tetraploid 			
M Mid season 		SEv Semi-evergreen 		Dip Diploid
L Late season 		Dor Dormant in winter 		Re Rebloomer

CELEBRITY SQUARE

COAXIAL
1

BEARDED IRIS

Notes on Culture
Bearded iris (tall bearded, medians and dwarfs) are hardy perennials grown from rhizomes. They will
survive in most climates but they do like cold winters. They are ideal plants for the southern states (VIC,
TAS, SA), inland and high country areas of NSW and QLD, coastal NSW south of the central coast and
Southern WA. They are not well suited to northern coastal NSW or coastal Queensland.
Bearded iris should be planted in a well prepared and fertile soil in an open position that gets as much
sun as possible. Avoid the use of animal manures near the rhizomes as this may induce rot. We like to
incorporate a small handful of an 8-9 month slow release fertilizer in the soil at planting time. Bearded
iris like an alkaline soil so the soil is best prepared with a liberal dosing of lime or dolomite.
Rhizomes are best planted at a distance of 30cm-50cm apart and such that the top of the rhizome is
at ground level. If desired, a massed effect can be achieved quickly by planting three to six plants of
the one variety in close proximity. For best results, planting should be done between November and
April but bearded iris can be moved at any time of the year without risk of loss. Clumps should be
lifted and divided every 3-4 years.
Once planted the rhizomes should be well watered in for about three weeks to a month and then
treated as a normal garden plant.
Bearded iris are classified according to height of bloom spikes and bloom period. Dwarfs grow to a
maximum height of 40cm, medians from 41cm-70cm and tall beardeds are above 70cm in height. The
dwarfs flower first in the season, usually in August, followed by the medians with the talls the last to
flower. Tall beardeds can be chosen for their successful cultivation in the Sydney district. They will
flourish in country areas and areas which have a colder winter. Dwarf iris, in general, do not grow well
unless they have two months or more of really cold winter. They are not suitable for Sydney.
The time of bloom indicated in the descriptions is when they bloom for us and height of spike is
approximate for our growing conditions. Whether a variety reblooms is also based on our experience.
There will be variation from area to area and garden to garden.

TALL BEARDED IRIS - New Releases
CELEBRITY SQUARE (Grosvenor 2016 Seedling D 21-1 E-M 90cm) Slightly bitoned melon
pink to apricot with stds pink and with lighter edges
and falls with darker hafts, white centre and melon
edges. Beards are red with pale violet horns. IT’S
MAGIC X TAYLOR LOUISE
$50
COAXIAL (Grosvenor 2016 Seedling E 48-1 M-L
90cm) Apricot standards with a soft violet infusion
in the lower half of the standards, darker edges to

DEAR ARABELLA
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the falls. Unusually coloured iris bred from the
great garden performer, Lady Jane. Easy grower
with prolific bloom. ROMANCER X LADY
JANE
$50
DEAR ARABELLA (Taylor 2016 Seedling E3208-1 M 88cm) White ground standards with heavy
blue violet plicata markings and blue-violet styles.
Falls are white ground with blue-violet plicata
lines and rim. Beards are orange-yellow tipped

DEAR GEMIMIA

blue-violet. Pronounced fragrance. Prolific bloom
on well branched spikes. MOMENTOUS OCCASION X CARTOON
$45
DEAR GEMIMA (Taylor 2016 Seedling D8304-4 M 94cm) Lilac-mauve standards. Burgundy
purple falls with red beards. Unusual colour and
easy growth contribute to making this a good
garden iris. Healthy and vigorous this iris will
breed varied bicolours, some self colours and some
plicatas. Expect the unexpected. ((RUSTLER X
BOGOTA) X (ZIPPER STITCH SIB X WORK
ETHIC SIB)) X BUBBLE UP
$45
HELLO TEMPTATION (Grosvenor 2016
Seedling D172-04-01 L 88cm) Very dark purple
to black iris with near bronze beards. Superbly
branched producing nearly 100% show spikes
which regularly open 3 to 4 blooms simultaneously. Graeme considers this his best dark iris
and he has already won Dykes Medals with POT
BLACK and SCARED STIFF. Our top released for
2016. (TEMPTING FATE X RIPPLING RIVER)
X HELLO DARKNESS
$60
IMPULSIVE ELATION (Grosvenor 2016 Seedling F34-08-03 E-M 92cm)This is a lovely bicolour
with light apricot stds flushed pink at the midribs
and wine falls with pale pink edges and a white
spray a t the hafts and around the beards. Beards
are tangerine. Very ruffled and laced. IMPULSIVE
X QUANDARY
$50
MOLONG (Grosvenor 2016 Seedling F45-2 E-M
93cm) Mustard yellow standards, green-brown
at the midrib and base. Falls are a paler shade of
mustard yellow with a small white area around
tangerine orange beards. Quality blooms on well
branched and multi budded spikes. An unusual
colour blend. OPPOSING FORCES X EROTIC
TOUCH
$40

MORSE

HELLO TEMPTATION

IMPUSIVE ELATION

MOLONG
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NATALIAR

MORSE (Grosvenor 2016 Seedling F64-1 E
90cm) This iris is from a planned cross but has
unknown parentage. Standards are mauve-violet,
veined buff with an incomplete buff rim at the top.
Falls have similar colouration with mustard buff
hafts and rim. Beards are yellow tipped white. This
is an unusual iris but pleasing for colour,pattern
and form. There is a strong spicy fragrance. $50
NATALIAR (Grosvenor 2016 Seedling F64Z E-M
90cm) Standards are light blue infused mid blue
in the centre. Falls are milky white with orange
beards. The colouration is different and the form is
pleasing. Breeding is unknown but from a planned
cross involving Keppel and Grosvenor iris. Easy
grower and floriferous.
$50
OUR MAN BUCK (Grosvenor 2016 Seedling
D177-04-X E-M-L 105cm) One of our very best
show iris is this white ground plicata with wide
blue-violet plicata marked stds, heavy at the edge
and with a blue midrib. Falls have a narrow blueviolet edge. The beards are mustard at the base
and tipped light violet. There is a strong spicy
fragrance. Multi-budded. Superb stems carry 3 and
often 4 well spaced flowers that open simultaneously. (ZIP IT UP X REAP THE REWARDS) X
MY SISTER JANET
$40
PATRICIA'S OWN (Grosvenor 2016 Seedling
D152-1 E-M 90cm) Standards are white ground
with heavy blue-violet markings. Falls are violet,
lighter around cream beards. Strong grower but
not a quick increaser. From plicata breeding and
therefore has great potential for any hybridiser. A
very beautiful flower named in memory of a wonderful lady. MY SISTER JANET X RIPPLING
RIVER
$60

OUR MAN BUCK

PATRICIA'S OWN
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RED BADGE

RED BADGE (Grosvenor 2016 Seedling D1404-1 E-M 95cm) Wine-red self with burnt orange
beards. This iris is bred by using two Ghio iris
and Joe Ghio is the master grower/hybridiser of
red toned iris. The dark wine red colour is well
lit up by orange toned beards. Well bra nched and
budded to produce show spikes. ENNOBLE X
PICANTE
$45
SPORTICIUS (Taylor 2016 Seedling A96-11 M
92cm) Dark blue with blue beards. From two of
our best breeding blue toned iris comes this prolific
blue iris with all good attributes. Well budded
and branched spikes from healthy plants. NEW
CENTURY X RIPPLING RIVER
$45
STILL OF THE NIGHT (Grosvenor 2016
Seedling D13-04-2 E 88cm) Purple standards,
black falls with brown hafts and mustard beards.
This well branched and budded iris is from similar
breeding to RED BADGE but is decidedly different in colouration. Easy grower and good garden
and show bench performer.
$50
UPON MY WORD (Grosvenor 2016 Seedling
D33-04-1 M-L 84cm) Shorter growing but well
branched pink bitone with the standards a little
paler at the fimbriated edge and falls that are pale
pink with white in the centre and around the beards
which are pink tipped white. The bloom is a fluffy
lacy confection from two great parents. LOTUS
LAND X TAYLOR LOUISE
$50
WINTER IN CANBERRA (Grosvenor 2016
Seedling D144-04-1A E-M-L 110cm) This pure
white self is a sister seedling to SENSE AND
SENSIBILITY with which it shares excellent
growth, superb spikes and healthy vigour. Already
a show winner, WINTER IN CANBERRA carries
on Graeme’s line of outstanding let different white
iris. It is a complete white except for some yellow
in the throat of the white beards. (NEW CENTURY
X NEWK) X JAYCEETEE
$40

WINTER IN CANBERRA
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ABBONDANZA

ABIQUA FALLS

TALL BEARDED IRIS
General listing

ACTION PACKED

ADMIRALITY HOUSE
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ABBONDANZA (Ghio’03 E-L 100cm) Very large
ruffled mango gold with pink infusion in standards.
Great colour. Excellent growth.
$12
ABIQUA FALLS (Schreiner ’03 M 99cm) Heavily ruffled light blue self with yellow beards. $25
ACTION PACKED (Black ’11 M-L 91cm) White
standards washed light tan-gold, prominent medium wine veining from edge inward to midribs,
medium wine rim, purple black falls.
$30
ADMIRALTY HOUSE (Grosvenor’15 E-M
85cm) The nicely formed mid to dark blue booms
are wide and well formed and they are produced
early on well budded and branched spikes. Mustard
tipped blue beards. Lots of flowers.
$40
ALL ABOUT SPRING (Kerr ’05 M-L 91cm)
Lilac standards with a yellow edge widening and

ALL ABOUT SPRING

ALPINE HARMONY
becoming more gold. Falls are lilac, narrow yellow
edge. Fancy.
$16
ALPINE HARMONY (Blyth’07 E-M 91cm)
White standards, slightly lemon at midrib. Bright
lemon-yellow falls. Nicely ruffled.
$22
AMBER ESSENCE (Blyth ’07 M 91cm) Standards are rich salmon-terracotta with stronger
terracotta tones as the base. Falls are rich salmonterracotta with a striking lavender blaze.
$22
ANTIQUITY (Blyth ’00 E-M 95cm) Subtle
antique lemon, cream with a bronze overlay and
light blue blaze below white tipped antique gold
beards. Wonderful form and excellent stems. $10
APRIL JEWEL (Lauer ’99 M 86cm) Orangepink standards edged in orange-buff. Orange-buff
falls have a pink cast, yellow-ochre shoulders and
tangerine beards ending in small horns.
$12
ART AT DAWN(Blyth ’06 M 102cm) Icy white
with blue lavender wash, darker over falls. $12

ART AT DAWN

AMBER ESSENCE

ANTIQUITY

APRIL JEWEL
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ART HOUSE

AUDACIOUS AMBER

AURELIE
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ASK A LADY
ART HOUSE (Blyth’08 M 89cm) Icy blue
standards, slightly deeper at midrib. Falls are ice
blue overlaid deeper blue merging at edges to soft
plum-brown. White area across petal. Small yellow
chevron below beards. Wow!!
$30
ASK A LADY (Blyth ’05 E-M 89cm) White standards with a faint pink flush at midrib. Falls are
white, totally overlaid soft pink champagne deepening toward haft. Sweet fragrance. Pretty. $14
AUDACIOUS AMBER (Blyth’08 M 89cm)
Milky amber coffee blended standards over falls
of the same colour with a large violet blaze below
burnt tangerine beards. Exquisite ruffled flowers
on well branched stems. Delicious perfume. $14
AURELIE (Cayeux’02 M 90cm) White tinted
lavender stds. on top of purple edged falls with a
white central area and red beards. Nice.
$12
BANNOCKBURN(Grosvenor’13 L 94cm)
Lemon standards, darker at the top, have a violet
infusion around the midrib. Falls are varied lemon

BANNOCKBURN

BE ORIGINAL
over white, darker at the edges and hafts. Beards
are yellow-orange tipped white.
$22
BE ORIGINAL (Ghio ’08 E-M-L 84cm) Stds are
apricot deepening at the centre and midrib. Falls
are white with an orchid band and red beards. $25
BEAUTY BECOMES HER (Black ’10 M - VL
107cm) Standards and style arms are medium
dark yellow. Falls are yellow blending to medium
yellow edge. Yellow beards. Musky fragrance. $35
BETTER THAN BUTTER (Black ’10 E-M-L
104cm) White standards edged yellow. Falls are
medium yellow with a brighter edge. Beards are
yellow tipped tangerine. Showy and pretty. $25
BEWITCHMENT (Ghio’04 M 90cm) Very
ruffled dark orchid pink standards, lighter pink
falls with darker hafts. Quality performer. $12
BIRTHDAY GIRL (Keppel ’04 M-L 86cm) Peach
standards flushed buff with buff style arms. Falls
are blended capucine buff with buff pink shoulders.
$15

BIRTHDAY GIRL
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BEWITCHMENT
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BLACK PHANTOM

BLOWING KISSES

BLUE TRILL
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BLAKE'S ACHEY HEART
BLACK PHANTOM (Maryott ’01 M 95cm) Dark
purple black self, slightly bitoned. Quality iris in
all aspects. Excellent strong growth.
$18
BLAKE'S ACHEY HEART (Grosvenor’13 ML 87cm ) Standards are pale blue with pale blue
style arms tipped yellow. Falls are blue violet with
burnished tan hafts and fine tan veins. Makes a very
impressive clump.
$30
BLOWING KISSES (Keppel ’06 M-L 102cm)
Light pink over phlox pink with falls paling to
lilac white towards the centre. Red tipped white
beards.
$22
BLUE TRILL (Black ’10 E-M-L 99cm) Standards
and style arms are medium sky blue. Falls are pale
sky blue. Beards are medium blue. Pronounced
sweet fragrance. Beautiful.
$30
BLUSHING CLOUDS (Blyth’00 M 85cm) White
standards, lavender falls with a pink edge. Ruffled,
laced and perfumed. Gorgeous.
$12

BLUSHING CLOUDS

BOLLYWOOD
BOLLYWOOD (Keppel ’06 M-L 107cm) Light
yellow stds with matching style arms. Yellow falls
shading to buff and lavender with a blended edge.
Yellow shoulders, yellow to lavender beards. $25
BOUDOIR (Ghio ’96 M-L 81cm) Pure pink
standards, lavender blue falls with pink shoulders
and coral beards. Outstanding pastel colour. $12
BOULEVARD JAZZ (Blyth ’09 M 84cm) White
stds with a fine lemon wire edge. Lavender falls
with large white star burst radiating out and blending into lavender, the edge is more buff to red
violet.
$14
BOWLED OVER (Ghio ’05 M-L 91cm) Coral
pink standards, over orchid pink falls. Beautifully
ruffled blooms with lots of buds. Red beards. $20
BOYD (Grosvenor ’14 E-M 95cm) Gorgeous
apricot, slightly bitoned with darker falls and
tangerine based beards tipped white. It has a slight
spicy fragrance and is beautifully ruffled.
$30

BOYD

BOUDIOR

BOULEVARD JAZZ

BOWLED OVER
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BRACKEN RIDGE

BURSTING BUBBLES

BY DESIGN
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BRILLIANT IDEA
BRACKEN RIDGE (Grosvenor ’12 M-L 93cm)
Apricot with a peach edge and blending darker
peach at the base. Falls are apricot overlaid mauvepink, darker towards the edge. Red beards. $22
BRILLIANT IDEA (Keppel ’08 M 91cm) Blue
white standards with white style arms. White
falls with a wide blue shaded edge. Bright yellow
beards. Large flowers.
$25
BURSTING BUBBLES (Ghio’01 E-M 89cm)
Superb! Wide, ruffled, true medium pink self with
tangerine beards. Quality, early flowering. $10
BY DESIGN (Kerr ’05 M-L 91cm) Colourful and
different. Blue white standards, blue black falls
with a white spray around orange beards. Easy
grower, well budded and nicely branched. $12
CADIA (Grosvenor ’15 M 100cm) White falls
with a wide solid band of mid blue and a blue spear
below yellow beads tipped white. Very vigorous,
multi budded, regularly opening 3 blooms simultaneously.
$40

CADIA

CAFE D'AMOUR
CAFE D’AMOUR (Blyth’08 M 94cm) Standards
are light violet infused over buff, biscuit buff outer
edge. Falls are bright blue-rosy-violet deepening
to blue violet around gold beards.
$18
CAFE VIVA (Blyth ’10 M-L 91cm) White
standards with medium violet falls, blending to
lavender blue edge. Large white star burst coming
1/2 way down. Fragrant.
$25
CALLING (Blyth ’03 E-M 90cm) Icy white stds.,
blue-violet falls with white lines around lemon
beards. Ruffled blooms and good grower. $14
CAMEO MINX (Blyth ’10 E-M 91cm) Pastel
pink standards infused cream. Soft pastel lilac over
creamy white falls with edge of soft lavender pink.
Beautiful.
$22
CANDY COLOURS (Blyth ’08 M 86cm) Standards are coral orange. Falls are coral orange overlaid creamy apricot with a large violet flash beside
and below orange beards. Ruffled and flared. $20

CANDY COLOURS

CAFE VIVA

CALLING

CAMEO MIX
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CAPE PERFETUA

CASCADIAN RHYTHM

CAST OF CHARACTERS
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CARMEL NILAND
CAPE PERFETUA (Schreiner ’06 M-L 94cm)
Beautiful light blue self with yellow beards. Very
pretty and lacy.
$20
CARMEL NILAND (Grosvenor ’15 M 92cm)
Beautiful form and picotee edging to the standards
are highlights of this iris. The light pink standards
sit atop light blue falls with a paler rim, pink hafts
and tangerine red beards. Good growth with excellent garden appeal. Very lovely!
$45
CASCADIAN RHYTHM (Schreiner ’07 E-M
107cm) White standards with a hint of blue. Falls
are blue washed to milky white edges. Yellow
beards. Fabulous!
$12
CAST OF CHARACTERS (Ghio ’01 E-M 99cm)
Beautiful tall growing spikes with gorgeous ruffled
blooms, deep rose in the standards, blue-pink in
the falls. Excellent growth. Quality.
$10
CATWALK (Blyth ’10 M-L 91cm) Ruffled honeycomb standards over red-burgundy falls. Striking
colour combination. Has that 'wow' factor. $24

CATWALK

CENTRE LINE
CENTRE LINE (Johnson ’11 M 91cm) Creamypink standards and ruffled falls washed red-violet
with red-purple veining. Orange-red beards. $40
CHAMPAGNE AND STRAWBERRIES (Blyth
’07 M 97cm) Blended cream and pink with a buff
peach edged standard. Blended rose over cream
with a light bluish flush fall. Pronounced sweet
fragrance.
$28
CHAMPAGNE BUBBLES (Ghio’04 M-L 97cm)
Standards are blue lavender with a fuchsia pink at
the midrib. Falls are lighter blue lavender, pink on
the underside. Standout red beards.
$22
CHEAP FRILLS (Black ’09 E-M-L 97cm) Standards are buff peach, darker towards the edge. Falls
are white with light cinnamon plicata washed haft
and plicata band washed paler inside band. $12
CHESTNUTS ROASTING (Blyth ’10 M-L 87
cm) Chestnut brown with a red-brown overlay
on the falls. Heavy ruffles and lace with plenty of
buds.
$18

CHESTNUTS ROASTING
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CHINOOK ARCH

CLASSICANA

CLIMACTIC
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CIRCLE OF LIGHT
CHINOOK ARCH (Johnson ’06 M 91cm)
Medium yellow standards infused peach buff up
midrib. Blue violet falls with central wash blending
to peach band, peach hafts. Orange beards. $14
CIRCLE OF LIGHT (Black ’09 M-VL 99cm)
Standards are white with medium violet blue
sanded plicata veins blending to solid dark indigo,
slightly lighter purple edge. Falls have a white
v patch around beards and heavily washed and
veined medium violet blue becoming solid dark
indigo, slightly lighter purple edge.
$28
CLASSICANA (Blyth ’08 E-M 97cm) Blue
lavender standards slightly deeper at midrib.
Falls are silvery blue deepening to lavender blue
at hafts. White beards tipped lemon. Slight sweet
fragrance.
$22
CLIMACTIC (Grosvenor ’11 M 90cm) White
blended blue violet standards over white falls
with a fine blue violet edge and red beards. Lots
of ruffled blooms on well branched spikes. $18

CLOUD PALACE

COAL FACE
CLOUD PALACE (Blyth ’04 M-L 91cm) Standards are icy white with the faintest icy blue cast.
Falls are light blue, lightening toward the center
to light blue to white near beard. Beautiful! $10
COAL FACE (Grosvenor ’11 L 96cm) Standards
are purple-black while the flaring falls are darker
and very close to black. Nicely ruffled.
$35
COFFEE WHISPERS (Blyth ’99 M 95cm) White
standards, coffee pink falls with a soft lavender
blaze below tangerine beards. Ruffled.
$10
COLOURABLE (Blyth ’08 M-L 91cm) Beige to
champagne flushed light violet standards. Cream
falls with a creamy lemon wide edge. Ruffled and
pleated. Fragrant.
$25
COMEDY (Ghio’06 M-L 91cm) Standards are
blue white with a gold edge. Falls are cream
washed black purple. Tangerine beards.
$28
COMFORTABLE (Ghio ’06 E-M 97cm) Medium
pink standards over light pink falls. Falls have a
rosewood rim. Very pretty.
$22

COMFORTABLE

COFFEE WHISPERS

COLOURABLE

COMEDY
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COMPTON

CRADLE MOUNTAIN

CRUSH ON YOU
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COUNTRY KISSES
COMPTON (Grosvenor ’14 M 89cm) Superbly
formed pastel in tones of light violet and pink.
There is a darker veining in the falls. The beards are
strawberry pink and there is a slight fragrance. $40
COUNTRY KISSES (Blyth ’05 M 85cm) Soft,
pastel pink standards with a blue cast, creamy pink
falls and white beards tipped red. Sweet perfume.
Well branched spikes and a good grower.
$14
CRADLE MOUNTAIN (Grosvenor ’15 M 90cm)
Sky blue standards, darker at the midrib over dark
blue falls with a fine, pale blue rim. There is a small
white spray around the yellow beards tipped blue
and a lighter blue central stripe.
$40
CRUSH ON YOU (Kerr ’03 M 90cm) Ruffled
pastel with pale pink standards, and washed blue
falls. Red beards. Easy grower.
$12
CUDAL (Grosvenor ’14 E-M 94cm) Brassy yellow standards with a green influence at the midribs
and base. Falls are yellow with a small white area
around tangerine orange beards. Strong
$35

CUDAL

DAD'S A PIRATE
DAD’S A PIRATE (Blyth ’07 E-M 91cm)
Butterscotch gold standards over rich, plush
red-burgundy falls. Small white veins at mustard
bronze beards. Excellent colour contrast.
$16
DANCE TILL DAWN (Johnson ’11 M 91cm)
Bright golden yellow standards, golden yellow
falls, lighter yellow white patch below beard. $40
DANCER'S EDGE (Blyth ’02 M-L 90cm) Blue
on white plicata with a light blue midrib line in the
standards, and darker blue-violet edge to the falls.
White tipped tangerine beards. Grows well. $10
DANCING IN LEMON (Grosvenor ’08 M 94cm)
Superbly formed, heavily ruffled and laced lemonyellow iris. Beards are orange tipped white. One
of the best show iris we have grown.
$18
DANCING ON AIR (Meek ’04 M 90cm) Blue
stds with an olive-green midrib flush. Blended
white, blue and cream falls with a yellow band
and white tipped yellow beards. Lovely!
$14

DANCING ON AIR

DANCE TILL DAWN

DANCER'S EDGE

DANCING IN LEMON
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DARCY'S CHOICE

DEVILICIOUS

DIAMOND NECKLACE
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DESIGNER'S ART
DARCY’S CHOICE (Schreiner ’07 M 97cm)
Light yellow standards and style arms. Falls are
claret magenta, white blaze, yellow beards. A
standout.
$22
DESIGNER’S ART (Kerr ’05 E-M-L ) Yellow
standards and a blue violet band on the falls which
have a white ground. Wide and ruffled beauty bred
from QUEEN'S CIRCLE. Vigorous.
$16
DEVILICIOUS (Blyth ’10 M-L 92cm) Pastel
peach standards and lilac falls with a soft magenta
wash. Bright tangerine beards.
$22
DIAMOND NECKLACE (Taylor ’15 M 86cm)
Heavily ruffled and laced standards are a luscious
melon apricot to peach apricot. Lacy falls of
sparkling white heavily rimmed peach-apricot.
Beards are tangerine tipped white and there is a
spicy fragrance. Well budded, strong spikes. $50
DOWNTOWN MAN (Blyth ’08 M-L 95cm)
White standards, violet falls with a white star burst
pattern around orange beards. Grows well. $14

DOWNTOWN MAN

DREAM TICKET
DREAM TICKET (Lauer ’06 M-L 91cm) Orient
pink standards with style arms. Violet falls edged
cream. Patterned beetroot purple at shoulders.
Orange beards. Ruffled and fragrant.
$22
EFFECTIVE (Grosvenor ’12 E-M-L 88cm)
Mauve-violet standards edged buff and violet falls
with tan hafts and a tan-gold edge. Strong growth,
quick increaser. Spectacular as a clump.
$20
ELECTRIC CANDY (Blyth ’10 M 91cm) Very
ruffled reddish-violet with a blue blaze on falls.
Plenty of stems.
$30
ENCHANTER (Blyth ’02 E-M 102cm) Pastel
lilac mauve standards, falls are the same with
purplish wash lightening and spreading over half
the petal. Ruffled and laced. Big flowers. Very
nice.
$25
ENNOBLE (Ghio ’99 M-L 84cm) Black-cerisered with brick red beards. Large heavily ruffled
blooms of distinction and great appeal.
$12

ENNOBLE

EFFECTIVE

ELECTRIC CANDY

ENCHANTER
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ENTER THE DRAGON

ENTICE
ENTER THE DRAGON (Blyth ’10 E-M 86cm)
Standards are beige -champagne. Falls are the same
with a lavender wash. Beards are deep brownbronze. Strong.
$16
ENTICE (Ghio’03 M-L 89cm) Deep rose pink
self with tangerine beards. So special.
$14
EXCUSE ME DARLING (Blyth ’01 E-M 85cm)
Gorgeous, ruffled silvery-lilac-mauve. One of the
nicest iris we grow.
$12
EXPLICIT (Ghio’05 M-L 92cm) Bright gold
standards and gold sunburst on black mahogany
falls. Great garden effect.
$14
FANCY A FLUTTER (Blyth’06 M 90cm)
Creamy white standards, lemon falls with a purple
ray pattern and lemon beards. Pretty
$12
FASHION ALERT (Blyth ’08 E-M 97cm)Standards are muted buff to oyster buff, violet infusion

EXCUSE ME DARLING

EXPLICIT
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FANCY A FLUTTER

FASHION ALERT

FEUDALISM

at midrib. Falls are soft pastel violet blended over
buff, deeper flash below beards. Some patterned
texture veining.
$14
FEUDALISM (Ghio ’07 E-M-L 97cm) Standards
are apricot bisque blending to maroon at base and
midrib. Falls are ruby maroon overlaid black.
Tangerine beards.
$25
FLASH OF LIGHT (Johnson’08 L 91cm) White
standards, hint of blue, white style arms, crests
tipped gold. Falls are dark blue, large blue blaze
around bright gold yellow bears. Ruffled and
fragrant.
$25
FLUENT MANDARIN (Blyth’06 E-M 97cm)
Buff apricot standards, infused rose at midrib. Falls
are red burgundy, paler toward edge.
$14
FOGBOUND (Keppel ’98 M 101cm) Wisteria
blue standards with a pink blush. Lighter coloured
falls. Ruffled. Award winner 2005.
$12
FLASH OF LIGHT

FOGBOUND

FLUENT MANDARIN
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FOR GABRIELLE

FOREVER BLOWING BUBBLES

FOREVER NEAVE
24

FOR THE SOUL
FOR GABRIELLE (Taylor ’15 E-M 90cm)
Standards and falls are both stunning yellow with
a white central area on the falls. The blooms are
spectacular, wide, ruffled, laced.
$35
FOR THE SOUL (Ghio ’03 L 81cm) Blue white
standards with a pink base. Falls are blue white
with pink shoulders. Very pretty.
$20
FOREVER BLOWING BUBBLES (Ghio ’07 EM-L 82cm) The best white iris we have imported.
Pure white but develops a greenish tinge around
the white beards. Wonderful ruffled form. $30
FOREVER NEAVE (Grosvenor ’13 M- L 100cm)
Standards are pink with a melon influence. Falls are
off white with melon hafts and a rosy orchid rim.
Tangerine beards. Very pretty. Quality spikes.$20
FRENCH LILACS (Keppel ’07 M-L 91cm)
Pale lilac blue standards with a deeper colour at
the base, darker style arms. Lilac blue falls paler
towards centre. Fine texture veining. Very nice. $28

FRENCH LILACS

FRILLED TO BITS
FRILLED TO BITS (Blyth ’09 M 102cm) Vivid
lemon yellow stds. Falls are the same with whitish
area and bluish haze. Ruffled and flared.
$26
GALLERY (Johnson ’05 E 104cm) Pale pink
standards, sanded mulberry in the centre and with a
solid mulberry band. White falls banded mulberry.
Show spikes with multiple buds.
$30
GAME PLAYER (Johnson ’11 M-L 91cm)
Medium cameo pink standards centers blending
outward to light buff edges. Lighter buff falls,
darker hafts blending to cream centre.
$40
GATES OF ROME (Blyth’08 M-L 94cm) Champagne standards slight violet flush at midrib. Rich
burgundy-violet falls. Very ruffled and flared.
Strong grower.
$16
GILT TRIP (Ghio’06 M-L 100cm) Light cranberry red standards and plush red black falls with
tangerine beards and distinct crystalline hairline
band. Ruffled and lightly laced. Tall, well branched
spikes. Excellent growth.
$25

GILT TRIP

GALLERY

GAME PLAYER

GATES OF ROME
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GINGER ICE

GOLDEN PANTHER

GOT ATTITUDE
26

GLAMORAMA
GINGER ICE (Blyth ’07 M-L 94cm) Standards
are white infused apricot at midrib. Falls are bright
apricot orange-tan deepening towards hafts. Burnt
tangerine beards.
$24
GLAMORAMA (Blyth ’09 M-L 89cm) Icy blue
standards and plush purple falls, with lilac rim.
Extremely ruffled.
$28
GOLDEN PANTHER (Tasco’00 M 88cm) Heavily ruffled gold overlaid bronze. Darker edge.
Different. Dykes Medal (USA) in 2009.
$14
GOT ATTITUDE (Blyth’08 M-L 91cm) Icy white
standards with blue veining and infusion at midrib.
Falls are smooth lavender-blue with white tipped
tangerine beards. Sweet fragrance.
$14
GRAPITIZIER (Johnson ’09 M 89cm) Standards
are dark black purple with slight white ground
visible in centre, near black style arms. Falls are
pristine white with a 1 inch purple black plicata
band and dotting.
$30

GRAPITIZIER

GUARDIAN ANGEL

HAUTE LES VOILES

GUARDIAN ANGEL (Keppel ’05 M 100cm)
Pure pink and a really gorgeous colour with a small
paler pink-white spot below big coral pink beards.
Large, ruffled and laced.
$25
HAUTE LES VOILES (Cayeux ’00 M-L 83cm)
Lemon standards, soft blue-violet falls, lavender
blue beards. Lovely pastel bicolour.
$14
HEAD OVER HEELS (Blyth ’11 VE - M 91cm)
Soft pastel pink. Extremely ruffled and fluted with
show stems.
$25
HEAVEN AND EARTH (Lauer ’05 M 90cm)
Vigorous pink amoena. Pretty iris and one of the
nicest in this pattern.
$14
HEAVEN’S REPLY (Blyth ’05 VE-M 95cm) Pure
white standards and lavender blue falls, darker
around white tipped lemon beards. Ruffled and
fluted blooms on well branched spikes.
$10
HEAD OVER HEELS

HEAVEN'S REPLY

HEAVEN AND EARTH
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HELLO IT'S ME

HILLVIEW PANTOMIME

HINT OF DANGER
28

HEXAM
HELLO IT'S ME (Blyth ’02 E-M 91cm) Apricot
standards with slight rose midrib infusion. Falls
are fuchsia magenta, with creamy centre line,
buff apricot edge, small electric violet flash below
tangerine beards. Nicely ruffled. Fragrant. $15
HEXHAM (Grosvenor’13 M- L 90cm) Yellow
standards with a slight melon influence at the
midrib. Blended rosy wine-red falls with a pale
dusky pink edge. Very colourful garden iris. $20
HILLVIEW PANTOMIME (Grosvenor’13 M-L
88cm) Stds are raspberry pink, paler at midrib, falls
are deeper raspberry pink over white with a pale
edge and tangerine beards. Sweetly fragrant. $20
HINT OF DANGER (Blyth’07 VE-M 97cm)
Burgundy red stds and deeper burgundy red falls.
Very ruffled . Rich burnt tangerine beards. $24
HOLLYWOOD LIGHTS (Johnson’11 E
86cm) Ruffled blooms with creamy buff-apricot
standards. Falls plush purple lightening to a buff
apricot edge. Orange beards. Sweet fragrance. $40

HOLLYWOOD LIGHTS

HONEY DRIPPER
HONEY DRIPPER (Blyth’08 VE-M 91cm)
Butterscotch apricot standards and falls. Falls are
overlaid red burgundy deepening to solid redburgundy beside beards. Sweet fragrance. $20
HONEY HOUSE (Blyth ’02 M-L 95cm) Blended
lemon, yellow and gold standards with a darker
edge. Yellow overlaid honey tan falls with white
beards tipped old gold. Good growth habits. $14
HONOURABLE LORD (Blyth ’09 M-L 91cm)
Light lavender-blue standards with rich violet to
violet black falls. Small white spray below beards.
Musky fragrance. Large bud count.
$18
HOT DANISH (Blyth '11 M-L 91cm) Golden
yellow stds with golden yellow falls overlaid
brown. Gold sunburst spreading 1/3 of way below
beard.
$25
HOWES VALLEY (Grosvenor’09 M 86cm)
Unusual milk chocolate brown with a violet central
area on the falls around orange-yellow beards.
Nicely ruffled, well formed blooms.
$14

HOWES VALLEY

HONEY HOUSE

HONOURABLE LORD

HOT DANISH
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HYSTERIA

IMPULSIVE

IN LIVING COLOUR
30

I'M BACK
HYSTERIA (Blyth ’08 M-L 84cm) Pure white
standards. Falls are white with overall veining and
faint wash of lavender violet deepening at gold
hafts. Vivid tangerine beards.
$25
I'M BACK (Johnson ’06 M 91cm) Standards are
medium red-purple. Falls are plush purple-black.
Beards are old gold. Sweet fragrance.
$25
IMPULSIVE (Ghio ’01 M 90cm) We love it. Buff
standards, burnt orange falls speckled lightly in
purple on the edge. Dark orange beards.
$10
IN LIVING COLOUR (Black’03 M 91cm)
Bright medium yellow stds, yellow gold style arms.
Falls have a small gold patch either side of bright
gold beards. Colour continues to blend outward to
medium violet, violet tan, with narrow gold band.
Ruffled with a musky fragrance.
$18
IN STYLE (Johnson ’06 M-L 94cm) White standards with yellow green flush up midrib with white
style arms. White falls with a deep lemon thumbprint at hafts with a blended light lemon edge. $25

IN STYLE

INDULGENCES
INDULGENCE (Blyth ’02 M-L 91cm) Lemon
yellow shading to light butterscotch standards.
Plush burgundy falls with sharp buff edge, some
white haft veining, golden beards.
$12
INSIDE JOB (Ghio ’05 E-M-L 86cm) Standards
are light blue shading to turquoise at base. Falls are
blue white overlaid medium blue. Light blue band
around edge. Beards are lemon tipped white. $24
JANET’S JOY (Grosvenor’10 E-M 110cm)
White flowers carry soft lemon beards tipped
white. Form is full and ruffled.
$12
JAZZ BAND (Keppel ’05 M 91cm) Standards
and style arms are buff orange. Falls are the same
with a wide wine band.
$25
JESSIE’S GIRL (Taylor '15 M 90cm) Ruffled
standards are violet with a double rim of grey and
yellow. The falls are white with a light yellow rim
and large yellow beards tipped orange. These falls
often recurve in arilbred style but the overall effect
is pleasing. Good growth and large blooms. $40

JESSIE'S GIRL

INSIDE JOB

JANET'S JOY

JAZZ BAND
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JOHNNY BLUE EYES

JOYCE RAGLE

JUICY RUMOURS
32

JORDAN'S JOY
JOHNNY BLUE EYES (Grosvenor ’14 M 95cm)
Blue violet self. Wonderful garden iris with well
branched spikes, masses of bloom and excellent
health and vigour.
$40
JORDAN’S JOY (Schreiner ’07 M 91cm) Smooth
mid blue with a deeper centre and dark blue beards.
Excellent garden habits.
$14
JOYCE RAGLE (Kerr ’05 E-M 89cm) Dark pink
standards with a lighter edge. Pink style arms. Falls
are ivory pink, darker on the reverse, dark pink
hafts and tangerine beards. Ruffled & laced. $22
JUICY RUMORS (Blyth’06 M 88cm) Pale
champagne-pink standards. Same ground falls with
an overall red-violet wash and line. Different and
attractive.
$12
JUST BEFORE DAWN (Schreiner ’01 L 97cm)
Light orange standards with falls paling to buff in
the centre. Apricot beards. Heavily laced.
$15
KEEN PERCEPTION (Grosvenor’14 M-L
90cm) Warm white with slate violet veins, lemon

JUST BEFORE DAWN

KEEN PERCEPTION
rimed standards. The falls have a finer lemon rim
and orange yellow beards. Light fragrance. $40
KEPT ON ICE (Grosvenor ’14 E-M 90cm) . The
standards are light blue and the falls are icy blue
white with tangerine beards white at the end. Great
garden iris.
$25
LACHLAN MACQUARIE (Grosvenor’13 M
92cm) Stds are medium blue, falls dark blue with
a black influence mainly at the haft. Small white
spray around mustard beards tipped blue. Wonderful garden iris. Very popular.
$25
LEINSTER ELLEN JEAN (Grosvenor ’15 S E
90cm) Heavily ruffled stds. are melon apricot to
peach apricot. Falls are of similar colour with a
darker rim and hafts. Spicy fragrance. Multi budded spikes carry from 8 to 10 blooms.
$40
LIGHT SHINE (Schreiner M-L 90cm) Lemon
standards, magenta falls with a yellow and white
star burst pattern, yellow beards. Attractive. $12

LIGHT SHINE

KEPT ON ICE

LACHLAN MACQUARIE

LEINSTER ELLEN JEAN
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LOOKING BEAUTIFUL

LOUISA'S SONG

MAGIC BY GOSH
34

LOTUS LAND
LOOKING BEAUTIFUL (Blyth ’02 E-M 97cm)
Stds are apricot buff, slight violet blended midrib.
Falls are creamy coffee, light lavender infusion.
Small blue blaze below tangerine beards.
$12
LOTUS LAND (Keppel ’99 M 90cm) Heavily
ruffled and laced peach toned pink with a lighter
creamy fall overlay. Very nice.
$10
LOUISA’S SONG (Blyth ’99 E-M 105cm) Heavily ruffled lilac-orchid standards, red-violet falls
edged lilac-orchid. Tangerine beards. Everything
about this iris is superb.
$12
MAGIC BY GOSH (Blyth ’07 M 102cm) Both
standards and falls are honey, ochre and butterscotch blends with some violet infusion in the
standards.
$12
MAGIC HAPPENS (Ghio ’06 E-M 88cm) Closed
white standards with a gold halo. White falls
with strong blue lines radiating overall from gold
shoulders. Well branched and vigorous.
$22

MAGIC HAPPENS

MAGICAL
MAGICAL (Ghio’07 E-M 94cm) Peach pink
standards and creamy peach falls. Deeper peach
shoulders, light coral beards. Excellent!
$30
MANSFIELD PARK (Taylor ’15 M 92cm) Stds
are ruffled, laced in a sky blue colour that contrasts
well with the dark ruffled and laced blue purple
falls. Beards are orange red. Spicy fragrance. $55
MARCHING BAND (Ghio ’06 M-L 95cm) Clear
orange with a wide violet orchid band on the falls
and tangerine orange beards. Excellent branching,
high bud count. Great show iris. Vigorous. $30
MARIE’S LOVE (Grosvenor’12 E-M 95cm)
Heavily ruffled standards are a soft creamy buffapricot blended rosy apricot at the base. Falls are
buff-apricot with darker veins, dark rosy apricot
hafts and a bubble ruffled rosy apricot rim. $30
MELISSA PEARL (Taylor ’15 E-M 89cm) Stds
and style arms are light pink while the falls are
mid pink with a paler edge. Lightly ruffled blooms
carry red beards and are sweetly fragrant.
$45

MELISSA PEARL

MANSFIELD PARK

MARCHING BAND

MARIE'S LOVE
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MERCHANT MARINE

MING LORD

MISSIES GIRLS
36

MIAMI BEACH
MERCHANT MARINE (Keppel ’06 M 97cm)
Medium blue standards, slightly deeper medium
blue falls. Nice ruffles.
$22
MIAMI BEACH (Keppel ’05 M 102cm) Empire
yellow over pinard yellow. Paler centre spot. Red
beards. This bold block of colour is a standout in
the garden.
$16
MING LORD (Blyth ’05 M 100cm) Smoky lilac
violet standards and velvety red violet falls with a
faint lighter edge. Tangerine beards. Similar to its
pod parent ROMANTIC EVENING. Lovely. $12
MISSIES GIRLS (Grosvenor’12 M-L 86cm)
Nicely ruffled stds. are mid mauve-pink. Ruffled
falls are peach toned pink with darker veins and a
small near white area around pink beards. $28
MIST ARISING (Blyth ’07 M-L 91cm) Standards
are champagne buff to lemon cream, lavender
midribs. Falls are lavender, slightly deeper flash,
heavy gold hafts and orange beards.
$16

MIST ARISING

MOONLIT WATER
MOONLIT WATER (Keppel ’04 E-M-L 91cm)
Stds. are greyed violet lighter towards centre,
lemon to greenish lemon edges and base. Falls are
blue violet shaded darker, large white area around
beard, hafts edged lemon, pale grey rim.
$18
MOUNT VESUVIUS (Ghio ’04 M-L 90cm) Rosy
purple, a smooth metallic sheen. Sheered edges,
ruffled and laced with antique gold beards. $25
MOUNTAIN MAJESTY (Ghio ’94 M-L 91cm)
Rich purple self, including the beards. A stand- out
in the garden with its strong colour.
$10
MY TASHA (Taylor ’15 M-L 88cm) Standards
and falls are lavender blue with a heavy overlay of
darker lines. There is a paler edge to both standards
and falls. Beards are red. Pretty garden effect. $45
MYTHING TOOTH (Grosvenor ’13 M 76cm)
Stds. are orchid mauve, lighter in the centre. Falls
are paler orchid mauve, lighter in the centre and
darker at the edge. Pink-red beards. Short. $30

MYTHING TOOTH

MOUNT VESUVIUS

MOUNTAIN MAJESTY

MY TASHA
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NARELLE ELAINE

NAUGHTY NIGHTS

NOBLE POET
38

NATURAL BLOND
NARELLE ELAINE (Grosvenor ’12 M 94cm)
Orchid-mauve standards and blended dark rosy
orchid falls with a lighter edge. Tangerine beards.
Ruffled flowers and strong vigorous growth. $25
NATURAL BLOND (Ghio ’02 E-M 91cm) Warm
creamy peach, with light peach sherbet standards,
centre, heart and falls. Beautiful.
$18
NAUGHTY NIGHTS (Keppel ’05 L-VL 86cm)
Roman purple standards lightly shaded greyed rose
at base, edges empire yellow, purple crest. Falls
are velvet blackish port, orange beards. Has the
wow factor!
$24
NOBLE POET (Blyth ’06 M-L 97cm) Lemon
gold standards and tan falls deeper at hafts, broad
blue blaze extending over most of the falls. $16
NORMALITY (Grosvenor ’13 E 91cm) Bluemauve-violet standards and blue-mauve falls
lighter around beards and darker at the edge. $25
NORTHANGER ABBEY (Taylor ’15 M 92cm)
Lovely ruffled yellow standards surround orange

NORMALITY

NORTHANGER ABBEY
yellow styles with prominent dark lines. Rich,
dark purple falls are paler towards the centre and
nicely ruffled. Spicy fragrance. Excellent growth
and increase and show spikes galore.
$45
OLIVIA’S THE ONE (Grosvenor ’10 M 94cm)
Luscious apricot bitone with a glow that impresses
from afar. Standards are light melon apricot, falls
a darker apricot all lit up with orange-red beards.
Fragrant. Quality spikes.
$14
ON A SANDY BEACH (Grosvenor ’12 M 90cm)
Standards are a light blue with soft buff overlay.
The falls are lemon on white darker at the hafts
and edge. Plenty of buds on well branched spikes.
Vigorous. Lovely clump.
$22
ON THE MOVE (Schreiner ’06 M 104cm) Stds
are violet blue on white ground. Falls are violet
blue plicata on white ground. Yellow beards. $15
ORATORIO (Blyth ’04 M-L 94cm) Standards
are champagne with lavender infusion coming up
from the base and deep lilac falls. Excellent! $12

ORATORIO

OLIVIA'S THE ONE

ON A SANDY BEACH

ON THE MOVE
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OUR CLARE

OUR LILY

OUT TO LUNCH
40

OUR HULLABALOO
OUR CLARE (Grosvenor ’09 M-L 86cm) Great
in the garden and on the show bench. The blooms
are a light bright pink with a white area around
strawberry pink beards. Ruffled blooms.
$14
OUR HULLABALOO (Grosvenor’13 E-M
91cm) Standards are yellow with a darker midrib,
falls are white with yellow hafts and a clear yellow
rim. Orange-yellow beards.
$25
OUR LILY (Grosvenor’12 M 96cm) It is the
softest of pale pink with white in the centre of the
falls and tangerine-pink tipped white beards. $28
OUT TO LUNCH (Blyth ’06 E-M 102cm) White
stds with faint peach blush at midrib. Falls are
champagne beige, slightly blended are darker at
hafts. Slight edge the colour of the standards. $14
OXFORD COUNTESS (Blyth’07 E-M-L 107cm)
Pink infused oyster and peach standards. Falls
are the same with overlaid rose in blended effect,
standard colour edge, slight bluish centre line.
Tangerine beards tipped white. Fragrant.
$25

OXFORD COUNTESS

OXFORD ROMANCE
OXFORD ROMANCE (Grosvenor ’14 M 90cm)
Standards are pastel, mallow orchid pink with an
apricot influence. Falls are paler mallow orchid
pink. Light strawberry pink based beards tipped
white. Large ruffled flowers.
$35
PALACE TREASURE (Blyth ’10 M-L 94cm)
Soft opal pink standards, blended to honey at midrib. Falls are burgundy-red, white rays spreading
1/2 way down petal.
$35
PAMPER ME (Blyth ’08 M-L 86cm) Pure white
standards with lilac mauve falls edged white. White
tipped soft tangerine beards.
$25
PARISIAN DAWN (Keppel ’06 M-L 91cm)
Apricot cream standards with a faint pink flush.
Creamier falls shading to mauve edge. Beards are
scarlet vermilion. Very pretty new iris.
$16
PARTY’S OVER (Meek ’05 E-M 86cm) Soft
lavender-blue standards over ivory flushed lemon
falls. Ruffled and wide flowers are excellent. $16

PARTY'S OVER

PALACE TREASURE

PAMPER ME

PARISIAN DAWN
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PATRICIA ELIZABETH LINNEGAR

PERFECT UNION

PERFORMING ARTS
42

PEACHES AND DREAMS
PATRICIA ELIZABETH LINNEGAR (Grosvenor ’14 E-M 90cm) Standards are bronzed yellow
with a violet midrib. Falls have a white ground
with rosy violet plicata edge and central stripe.
Yellow bronzed beards. Very high bud count.$30
PEACHES AND DREAMS (Ghio ’03 M-L
88cm) Melon standards lighter at the edge. Warm
white falls with melon band and shoulders. Ruffled
and laced. Excellent spikes. Vigorous.
$20
PERFECT UNION (Schreiner ’01 L 89cm) White
with a blue-violet band on the falls. Yellow at hafts
and yellow beards.
$10
PERFORMING ARTS (Keppel ’05 M-L 91cm)
Falls are pinkish orchid with falls are pinkish
orchid, paler in the centre. Melon beards.
$20
PHIL THE POWER (Grosvenor ’14 M 90cm)
Peach pink standards with a slight violet infusion.
Rosy orchid falls have a paler rim and a small
central stripe below tangerine red beards. Lots
of buds on good stems and good growth.
$35

PHIL THE POWER

PHOTOGENTIC
PHOTOGENIC (Ghio ’06 M-L 90cm) Standards
are rosy-pink with a violet midrib. Beautiful lavender-orchid blended falls with tangerine beards.
Round and ruffled.
$25
PIRATE AHOY (Blyth ’05 E-M 91cm) Bright
lemon yellow standards with red burgundy to ruby
falls. A bright yellow pattern extending half way
down falls. Bright gold beards.
$22
PIXIE DUST (Schreiner ’01 M-L 97cm) Standards and style arms are light sulphur yellow. Falls
are darker toward centre. Yellow beards.
$18
PLACE YOUR BETS (Schreiner ’07 M-L
107cm) Standards and style arms are dark violet.
Falls are white ground dark violet plicata marks.
Golden yellow beards. Very tall.
$25
PLATINUM CLASS (Blyth ’06 M-L 81cm) Soft
pastel lavender stds with the softest creamy pink
edge, bubble and ruffled. Falls are soft lavender as
standards with slight peach hafts. Beards are white
heavily tipped coral tangerine. Fragrance. $25

PLATINUM CLASS

PIRATE AHOY

PIXIE DUST

PLACE YOUR BETS
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POET'S RHYME

POWDER PUFF GIRL

POWER POINT
44

POSTER GIRL
POET’S RHYME (Keppel ’05 E-M 94cm) Violet
standards, lighter toward edge, style arms are light
blue. Falls are light blue aging lighter. Blue beards,
yellow in the throat.
$22
POSTER GIRL (Blyth ’09 E-M 91cm) Standards
are beige apricot infused rose at midrib. Falls are
beige apricot with a well defined pink violet edge.
Tangerine orange beards.
$28
POWER POINT (Johnson’05 M-L 114cm)
Ruffled and laced pale lavender pink standards and
warm white falls, that blend to soft lavender pink
margins. Upturned lavender violet horns.
$12
POWDER PUFF GIRL (Blyth ’08 M 97cm) Soft
peach blend all over with a more creamy slightly
deeper colour and band on falls. Very nice. $14
PRAGUE (Johnson ’05 M 91cm) Apricot peach
standards infused red plum at the midribs. Smooth
velvet burgundy black falls with rosy tan edges.
Ruffled and laced. Great growth. Super.
$20

PRAGUE

PRESENTATION
PRESENTATION (Johnson ’05 M 107cm)
Cool, greenish cream standards. Warm white falls
washed greenish cream and with green texture
veins. Green yellow hafts and soft orange yellow
beards. Strong growth and show spikes.
$22
PRETTY BUBBLES (Ghio ’05 M 90cm) Standards are creamy apricot with deeper midribs. Falls
are similar with deeper shoulders. Wonderful pastel
colour. Excellent growth and bud count.
$25
PRETTY EDGY (Blyth ’02 E-M 90cm) Gorgeous, lacy rosy-violet standards and bold edging
on off white falls. Bronze-gold beards.
$12
PRETTY WITCH (Blyth ’07 M 91cm) Standards are smoky medium apricot infused rose at
the midrib. Falls are apricot, totally overlaid rose
burgundy, lightening toward edge.
$18
PRINCE GEORGE (Keppel/Shoop '96 M
101cm) Cool white standards,lavender blue falls
with sparkly platinum coloured fine metalic rim.
Orange beards. Ruffled.
$12

PRINCE GEORGE

PRETTY BUBBLES

PRETTY EDGY

PRETTY WITCH
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PUFF THE MAGIC

PURPLE SERENADE
PUFF THE DRAGON (Blyth ’06 E-M 84cm)
Apricot bisque ruffled standards over smoky violet
falls. Magenta violet veining overall. Pronounced
sweet fragrant.
$22
PURPLE SERENADE (Schreiner ’05 M-L 94cm)
Violet purple self. Dark purple beards.
$18
PURPOSEFUL (Grosvenor ’14 L 80cm) Heavily
ruffled and laced pink blooms with pink beards
have a salmon influence and a slight fragrance.
Growth is adequate to good.
$30
QUANDRY (Keppel ’01 E 95cm) White standards, cream falls with buff shoulders and a violet
sanded area. Red beards. Spectacular.
$14
QUEEN ANNE'S LACE (Maryott ’98 E 100cm)
Ruffled white with lavender shading and orange
beards. Quick increaser with early bloom. $12
RACING AT DUBBO (Taylor ’15 E-M 89cm)
Pretty colour combination of apricot-yellow

PURPOSEFUL

QUANDRY
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QUEEN ANNE'S LACE

RACING AT DUBBO

RAGING TIDE

standards and honey-orange falls with an apricotyellow rim and tangerine beards. Easy grower and
good increaser result in a lovely garden effect.
Early bloomer with good branching.
$40
RAGING TIDE (Keppel ’07 M-L 97cm) Pale to
mid blue standards with medium violet-blue centre.
Falls are medium violet-blue with outer area a paler
blue. A very nice effect.
$14
RAISE THE CURTAIN (Blyth ’08 VVE 94cm)
Lilac standards and falls with white beards. Very
pretty iris to start the bloom season.
$14
RARE FIND (Ghio ’03 M-L 93cm) Cream standards with salmon midribs. Coral orange falls with
faint purple speckles and a hairline coral edge. $14
RARER THAN RUBIES (Blyth ’07 M-L 102cm)
Light burgundy-rose standards over burgundy to
plum red falls. A lovely smooth flower with sweet
musky perfume. Rapid increaser.
$16
RAISE THE CURTAIN

RARIER THAN RUBIES

RARE FIND
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RASPUTION

RED CENTRE
RASPUTION (Johnson ’11 M 86cm) Apricot
peach standards with wine claret falls banded mid
rosy mauve. Bright tangerine beards.
$40
RED CENTRE (Grosvenor ’11 M-L 100cm)
Burgundy wine red self. Mustard beards. Large
ruffled blooms on strong well budded spikes.
Lovely form.
$16
RED SKIES (Ghio ’07 E-M 90cm) Rich blended
red with claret mahogany standards and mahogany
red falls that carry a distinctive blue blaze under
the gold beards. Leather like substance.
$22
REGAL KNAVE (Blyth’08 E-M 97cm) Pure
white standards with bright red violet falls, edged
lilac. Bright red beards with a sweet fragrance. $20
REGIMEN (Ghio ’00 L 79cm) Bubble ruffled
wine self. Tangerine beards.
$15
REPERTOIRE (Johnson ’11 L 89cm) Medium
yellow green standards shaded slate violet up

RED SKIES

REGAL KNAVE
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REGIMEN

REPERTOIRE

RESONANCE

midrib. Pastel violet falls, gold to brown hafts,
yellow beards.
$40
RESONANCE (Ghio ’ 06 M-L 91cm) Huge quality blooms in soft steel-pink. Superb in every way.
One of the best of our newer imports.
$18
REVISION (Keppel ’11 E-M-L 99cm) White
standards and white falls with a columbine blue
edge. Brilliant golden yellow beards set the whole
flower off.
$35
RHAPSODY IN RED (Grosvenor’14 M-L 90cm)
Wonderful ruffled, well balanced form typifies this
rich burgundy red self. Strong growth and nicely
branched spikes enhance the garden performance
of this lovely iris.
$35
RIDE THE TIGER (Lauer ’02 M-L 88cm)
Ruffled light yellow with a green influence, white
area in falls below blue toned beards. Different and
grows well. Gives a greenish effect.
$14
REVISION

RIDE THE TIGER

RHAPSODY IN RED
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RING AROUND ROSIE

RITE OF PASSAGE

ROGUE TRADER
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RIPPLING RIVER
RING AROUND ROSIE (Ernst ’00 M 88cm)
Standards are white with a yellow rim, falls are
white with a wide yellow margin around an area
speckled and dotted magenta-purple. Lovely. $12
RIPPLING RIVER (Schreiner ’95 M 90cm)
This has to be seen to be believed. One of the best
formed iris available; it is a rich navy blue, all
ruffled and perfectly balanced.
$10
RITE OF PASSAGE (Ghio ’07) This is a gorgeous blend of iridescent pastels - mother of pearl
pink, deeper pink and pearl blue tones all with
light tangerine tipped blue beards. Superb form,
wonderful ruffles and lots of buds.
$30
ROGUE TRADER (Blyth ’07 M-L 89cm)
Creamy lemon standards, 1/4'' slightly deeper
lemon edge. red burgundy falls, 1/4'' lemon edge.
Slight cream lower centre line.
$28
ROMANCER (Blyth ’00 M 90cm) Orchid lavender standards flushed pink. Creamy pink falls.
Very popular when listed.
$10

ROMANCER

ROMANTIC LYRIC

ROMANTICO

ROMANTIC LYRIC (Ghio’05 L-VL 89cm)
Medium pink self with tangerine beards. Very
beautiful colour with georgous ruffles.
$18
ROMANTICO (Blyth ’10 M 81cm) Wide open
pure white standards over white falls thickly
banded violet, darker purple band at hafts. Bright
red beards. Very lacy with great colour.
$22
ROYAL HARLEQUIN (Blyth ’09 E-M 91cm)
Standards are beige to buff with contrasting falls
of lilac overlaid rose-brown, more lilac at the
edge. Wide overlapping falls. Sweet fragrance is
pronounced. Good branching.
$18
ROYAL ORDERS (Blyth ’08 M-L 94cm) White
standards over rich purple falls with lilac edging.
Nicely ruffled edging. Beautiful.
$18
RUNAWAY ROMANCE (Meek ’03 M 90cm)
Pink standards, pale pink falls, big tangerine
beards. Lovely ruffled blooms. Grows well. $14
ROYAL HARLEQIN

RUNAWAY ROMANCE

ROYAL ORDERS
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RUSSELL FALLS

SAFFRON DRIFT

SAPPHIRE HALO
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RUSTY TAYLOR
RUSSELL FALLS (Grosvenor ’13 M-L 92cm)
Golden yellow with a large white waterfall below
orange tangerine beards. Decidedly different. $28
RUSTY TAYLOR (Grosvenor ’12 E-M 94cm)
Orange tan self with burnt orange red beards.
Superb growth and vigour. Close to perfect as a
garden performer. Show spikes.
$35
SAFFRON DRIFT (Blyth ’'11 VVE 94cm) Complete lemon yellow self with sweet fragrance. $40
SAPPHIRE HALO (Kerr’03 M 91cm) Standards
and style arms are white. Falls are light blue with
large white zone around yellow beards. Dark
blue edge with transparent icy rim. Slight sweet
fragrance.
$15
SEAKIST (Schreiner’97 M-L 95cm) White standards, white falls marbled overall in blue with a
white spot around soft yellow beards.
$10
SECRET RECIPE (Ghio ’06 E-M 84cm) Mulberry standards lightening to gold edge. Black

SEAKIST

SECRET RECIPE

SECRET SERVICE

mulberry falls with apricot cream band, apricot
shoulders and tangerine beards.
$28
SECRET SERVICE (Keppel ’02 M-L 107cm)
Standards are blue heavily overlaid light green.
Style arms green, violet centre. Falls are eggplant
black with orange beards. Purple based foliage. $22
SECRET WEEKEND (Blyth ’08 M 89cm) Soft
pastel lavender standards. Rich violet falls, overall
outpouring of white overlaid with dark violet veins
and lilac edge. White tipped orange beards. $25
SENSE AND SENSIBILITY (Grosvenor ’11 M
102cm) White standards with a pale blue glow at
the base which lights up the flowers. White falls.
Extremely vigorous.
$15
SEPARATE AREA (Grosvenor ’13 M- L 76cm)
Standards are pink, falls are mauve peach in colour,
more pink at the hafts and lighter in the centre
around pink beards. Laced and beautiful.
$28
SECRET WEEKEND

SEPARATE AREA

SENSE AND SENSIBILITY
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SERENA LOUISA

SHARRELIZ

SHIVER OF GOLD
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SHARED SECRETS
SERENA LOUISA (Blyth ’10 E-M 91cm) Rich
violet standards, deeper plush rich violet falls with
a rich violet edge.
$28
SHARED SECRETS (Blyth’04 E-M 97cm)
Standards are lilac, soft rosy tan at midrib blending to soft buff cream at edges. Fall are red violet
with edge of lilac, tidy and neat white outpouring
at beards. Tangerine beards. Sweet fragrance. $22
SHARRELIZ (Grosvenor ’14 M-L 105cm) Exceptional form, ruffle and lace. Stds. are light pink,
slightly darker at the edge. Falls are a lighter shade
of pink with a frilly deeper edge and beards that
are white tipped orange. Spicy fragrance.
$45
SHIVER OF GOLD (Blyth ’06 VVE 86cm) Pure
white standards with lemon yellow to citrus yellow
falls. Gold beards. Sweet fragrance. Very popular
colour combination.
$28
SIDNEY’S CHOICE (Grosvenor ’07 E-M 94cm)
Standards are brilliant yellow, falls are pure white
with a yellow band. Perfect show spikes.
$12

SIDNEY'S CHOICE

SILENT SCREEN STAR
SILENT SCREEN STAR (Ghio ’06 M-L 88cm)
Standards are golden apricot, falls very pale blue
washed golden apricot with a hairline creamy edge.
Show stems. Very vigorous, quick increaser. $20
SILK AND HONEY (Blyth ’06 VE-M 89cm)
Standards are cream deepening to light lemon at
midrib. Falls are cream to creamy white with a
defined lemon edge blending across hafts. $18
SMILING FACES (Keppel ’98 M 76cm) Creamy
white standards, lemon falls. Beautifully formed
flowers are heavily ruffled.
$10
SMOKY SKYLIGHT (Grosvenor ’15 M 92cm)
Greyed violet stds all ruffled and laced with a
greyed mauve tan edge. Wide, ruffled falls are
purple with a greyed mauve edge, small ray pattern
of white around tangerine beards. Strong.
$45
SNOWED IN (Ghio ’99 E-M-L 88cm) Light blue
standards with a thin tan edge. Violet-black falls
with a white star burst pattern around red beards.
Colour gem. A standout in the garden.
$15

SNOWED IN

SILK AND HONEY

SMILING FACES

SMOKY SKYLIGHT
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SPRING MADNESS

STIR THE POT

STOP FLIRTING
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STARRING
SPRING MADNESS (Johnson ’09 M-L 89cm)
Stds are bright white flushed yellow at midrib, fine
network of yellow veins. Falls are white overlaid
with brown veins, centre washed yellow, lighter
below beards, darker going downward ending in
wide white bands, brown veins in centre becoming
clearer and darker at lower edges.
$40
STARRING (Ghio ’00 M-L 83cm) Pale lavender,
near white standards, purple black falls, brick red
beards. Sensational colour. Grows well.
$12
STIR THE POT (Grosvenor ’13 L 94cm) Dark
purple standards top black falls tending to dark
purple around the blue-purple beards.
$28
STOP FLIRTING (Blyth ’02 M-L 95cm) Subdued beige to grey standards flushed lavender.
Beige-grey falls, violet blaze, tangerine-orange
beards. Ruffled and nicely formed blooms. $12
STRANGE HARMONY (Grosvenor ’13 M- L
92cm) Gorgeous lacy caramel standards, veined
darker. Violet falls with caramel tan hafts and rim.

STRANGE HARMONY

SUNLIT FRINGES
Orange tan beards. Easy grower.
$35
SUNLIT FRINGES (Hager ’93 M 91cm) White
standards, yellow at the midrib, yellow highlights
at edge. Falls are white with yellow highlights on
edges and shoulders. Ruffled and laced.
$15
SUNSET PLAZA (Blyth ’08 M 97cm) Standards
are blended peach apricot deepening toward
apricot at edges. Falls are peach, overlay of pastel
lavender deepening toward lavender signal below
burnt tangerine beard, hafts rosy brown.
$20
SUNSHINE IN (Keppel ’09 E-M 89cm) Standards
are citron yellow. Falls are cream white with centre
merging into citron yellow. Small white circle
wither side of inner yellow beards.
$20
SWEETLY SUNG (Blyth ’03 M-L 86cm) Stds.
and falls are blended pinkish grey champagne.
Lavender blue blaze and wash over falls.
$12
SYNCOPATION (Gatty ’84 M 95cm) Bright
gold-tan standards over violet falls with brown
hafts. Spectacular. Great bicolour.
$10

SYNCOPATION

SUNSET PLAZA

SUNSHINE IN

SWEETLY SUNG
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TAFFETA TANTRUM

TANGO AMIGO

TANGO EXPRESS
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TALASPRING
TAFFETA TANTRUM (Blyth ’08 VE-M 89cm)
Bright butterscotch apricot standards. Apricot falls
heavily overlaid rosy violet, heavy apricot texture
veining, lighter apricot wash around tangerine
beards that runs out to undefined apricot edge.
Very ruffled and sweet fragrance.
$18
TALASPRING (Grosvenor ’12 E-M-L 95cm)
Ruffled, blended blue standards diffused and paler
at the edge and off white falls with a pale blue edge.
Excellent multi budded garden performer. $18
TANGO AMIGO (Blyth ’07 E 91cm) Icy pinkwhite standards deepening to soft pink at midrib.
Falls are light coffee chartreuse with deeper coffee
brown veining. Different.
$15
TANGO EXPRESS (Blyth ’11 M-L 86cm) Standards are blended peach to apricot coffee. Falls are
light violet with mushroom edge, soft burgundy
hafts, apricot beside beards, creamy white outburst
in center. Tangerine beards.
$35

TASSIE DEVIL

TAY DAUM
TASSIE DEVIL (Grosvenor ’13 E-M 105cm)
Standards are off white, overlaid pale mauve-violet
and a faint mustard rim at the top. Falls are similar
with incomplete mustard rim.
$28
TAY DAUM (Grosvenor ’13 E-M 105cm) Stds.
are white with heavy slate blue-violet plicata markings. Falls are white edged slate blue-violet with
dull yellow beards. Dykes Medal 2013.
$18
TIA ROSE (Grosvenor ’12 M 92cm) Gorgeous!
White standards with a slight blue infusion and
blue falls. Excellent garden habits, quality. $22
TIME SHIFT (Blyth ’08 M-L 86cm) Icy lavenderblue standards with smooth violet falls. Lavender
blended edge. Spicy fragrance.
$14
TIME ZONE (Ghio ’04 M-L 85cm) Mid blue
with central white area in standards and falls. Blue
beards. Nicely ruffled. Great colour.
$14
TO SHORE (Grosvenor’12 E-M-L 92cm) Ruffled
icy blue-mauve standards and off white falls edged
icy blue-mauve. Excellent garden performance and
plenty of buds.
$22

TO SHORE

TIA ROSE

TIME SHIFT

TIME ZONE
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TOPSPIN

TREASURE TRADER

TROPICAL EVENING
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TRANSFER
TOPSPIN (Grosvenor ’11 L-VL 94cm) Gorgeous
dark top, reverse bicolour with blended mauve pink
standards and white falls edged pink. Tangerine
beards tipped white. Lovely ruffled form.
$30
TRANSFER (Grosvenor ’14 E-M 92cm) White
ground plicata with pale blue violet beards. The
standards have a wide, light blue edge and the falls
have a darker blue violet near solid rim.
$35
TREASURE TRADER (Blyth ’08 VVE 94cm)
Lemon yellow stds. Falls are blended deep
burgundy-rose deepening at hafts and lightening
toward edge. Lemon buff rim.
$22
TROPICAL EVENING (Aitken ’06 M-L 81cm)
Standards are light blue with velvety black falls.
Very popular colour pattern.
$18
TRULY WICKED (Blyth ’06 M 97cm) Stds. are
peach with a heavy rosy violet infusion at midrib.
Falls are rosy magenta with texture veining and
white between veining at hafts. Peach edge. $14

TRULY WICKED

ULLADULLA
ULLADULLA (Grosvenor ’12 M-L 85cm) Huge
blooms accompanied by compact growth, ensures
a wonderful display. Standards and falls are both
red-purple. Spikes carry 8 or more buds and are
well branched.
$25
VAS (Grosvenor ’15 M 90cm) Standards are
peach pink with rosy pink midribs. Pristine white
falls carry a wide apricot rim and red beards. The
blooms are wide, ruffled and laced. Growth is
good, as is flower production.
$45
VENETIAN GLASS (Keppel ’03 M 83cm) Very
lovely, lacy, milky pink with blue tones all ruffled
and laced. White beards, red in the centre. Exquisite iris.
$14
VIENNA WALTZ (Keppel ’00 M-L 93cm)
Ruffled and laced orchid-pink with melon beards.
Beautiful creation.
$15
VIGILANT (Ghio ’05 E-M 91cm) Blue lavender
standards with a slight lemon edge. Black purple
falls. Very striking.
$18

VIGILANT

VAS

VENETIAN GLASS

VIENNA WALTZ
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WEDDING BELLE

WONDERS NEVER CEASE

WU
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WONDERFUL TO SEE
WEDDING BELLE (Keppel ’07 E-M 117cm)
Cream standards with pinkish flush. Cream falls
paler in centre, slight peachy cream at hafts. Standout fire red beards. Very tall.
$16
WONDERFUL TO SEE (Kerr ’00 M 91cm)
Medium blue violet standards over medium yellow
falls, edges are lighter and beards are gold. $10
WONDERS NEVER CEASE (Black ’07 E-M
102cm) Stds are white with lemon edge. Falls are
white ground lined and dotted plum rose over haft
changing to pale sanded wash over centre 1/3, pale
near white rim. Beards are yellow. Ruffled. $28
WU (Grosvenor ’10 M 86cm) Light blue standards
top blue-black falls with mustard beards.
$30
ZOOM TOP (Grosvenor ’14 M 92cm) Standards
are creamy white overlaid rosy burgundy. Falls are
white with a rosy brown dotted edge and central
stripe. Beards are tangerine orange and there is a
light fragrance. A stand out colour pattern. $40

ZOOM TOP

ACT OF KINDNESS

ADMIRED

TALL BEARDED IRIS
Favourites

All at $9 each

Any 3 for $25

ACT OF KINDNESS A blend of apricot, orange,
orchid and rose-pink. Beautiful!
ADMIRED Outstanding neglecta. Blue standards,
purple falls. Award winner in Florence.
AMENORT White standards, pale blue falls.
Superb show spikes. Fragrant.
ARISTOCRACY Ruffled violet-purple with paler
area around light blue beards. Vigorous.
AROUND THE WORLD Off white stds with a
glistening gold edge. Falls are mustard yellow with
a light yellow line running down from beard.
BARBARA MY LOVE Salmon-pink standards,
white falls with a spanish-orange band and yellow
beards. Nice.

AROUND THE WORLD

AMENORT

ARISTOCRACY
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BARBARA MY LOVE

CLOTHED IN GLORY

CORDOBA
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BLUE RISING
BLUE RISING Icy blue lavender standards top
white falls with an icy blue blush and white tipped
tangerine beards.
CLOTHED IN GLORY Yellow stds and falls.
Falls have wide darker yellow hafts, dark brownish
red band around edge, white area around beards.
CORDOBA Hot, mango orange overcast with red.
Great colour. Heavy pleated ruffles.
CUPID’S WISH Orchid-lilac-mauve self. Rich
tangerine beards. Wide, flared and ruffled.
DAH DAH Large, ruffled navy blue with mustard
beards tipped blue. Good growth.
DANCING IN PINK Light pink self with red
beards. Early flowers. Dykes Medal winner 2008.
DECADENCE Golden apricot standards. Plumburgundy falls with a creamy apricot edge. Ruffled
and heavily laced.
DREAMING IN CREAM Slightly bitoned
cream. Ruffled, large blooms with tangerine tipped
cream beards. Slight sweet fragrance.

CUPID'S WISH

DAH DAH
DRIFTING BUBBLES Super quality pastel pink
bitone with darker pink shoulders on the falls.
DUSKY CHALLENGER Ruffled, silky dark
purple-black. Very vigorous. Dykes Medal winner
EROTIC TOUCH Burnt brown with a small
blue area below orange beards. A standout in the
garden.
EXCITE ME Unusual plicata with a white ground
edged blue in the standards and purple in the falls.
FLORENTINE SILK Peach pink standards.
Wide, ruffled lavender falls with a wide rosy band.
Peach orange beards.
FREEDOM SONG White ground plicata with
mid-dark blue stitching around edges and prominent blue purple styles. Excellent growth.
GOLDKIST White with gold hafts veined purple.
Great colour, lovely form, prolific bloom.
GYPSY LORD White standards, violet blue falls
marbled rich violet purple and with a showy white
blaze. Red beards. Superb garden performance.

DRIFTING BUBBLES

DANCING IN PINK

DECADENCE

DREAMING IN CREAM
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DUSKY CHALLENGER

EROTIC TOUCH
HELEN DAWN Nicely ruffled pure white. Show
quality spikes. Winner in Florence in 1998.
HIGH MASTER Lemon standards, magenta-rose
falls edged lemon. Produces masses of bloom.
IMOGEN PAIGE Standards are blue violet over
white. Falls show more of the white ground. Dykes
Medal winner 2011.
JESSES SONG Early flowering, white with
methyl violet edging. Very vigorous.
JUNE BRAZIER Blue with a dark violet flush.
Excellent growth. Great garden effect. Dykes
Medal winner 2007.
KATHY CHILTON Gold standards, plush red
black falls. Very ruffled blooms, strong grower.
MORNING MOOD Buff peach standards,
creamy white falls, purple edge. Fancy.
MOVE ON Dykes Medal winner 1999. Apricot
with red beards. Great grower, wonderful spikes.

EXCITE ME

FLORENTINE SILK
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FREEDOM SONG

GOLDKIST

GYPSY LORD

JESSES SONG

HELEN DAWN

IMOGEN PAIGE

HIGH MASTER
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JUNE BRAZIER

MORNING MOOD

MOVE ON
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KATHY CHILTON
MY FRIEND JOYCE Well branched, multibudded spikes are the features of this vivid and
ruffled, blue on white plicata. Excellent spikes.
MY SISTER JANET Standards are white solidly
overlaid light blue. The falls are white with a rosy
mauve solid rim and a paler fine wire edge.
NEW LEAF Spectacular pink with rosy violet
luminata wash on the falls. A favourite!
NOW SEE THIS Violet-purple standards, redpurple falls with a lavender centre wash.
OPPOSING FORCES Warm grey-pink standards
around a violet central area. Cream falls. Ruffled
flowers. Very unusual and lovely.
PICTURE BOOK Magnificent pink. Ruffled
blooms with heavy substance on show spikes.
POPSTAR Rose-red suffused lavender around
tangerine-red beards. An easy grower.
PURE AND SIMPLE Ruffled flowers are large
with yellow standards, white falls edged yellow.

MY FRIEND JOYCE

MY SISTER JANET
QUALIFIED Very high quality iris in shades of
apricot, peach and pink with tangerine beards.
Outstanding vigour and increase.
QUEEN’S CIRCLE Pure white with a blue edge
to the falls. Dykes Medal winner 2007. Great!
RACING HEART Icy lavender stds, violet falls
with a light lavender edge. Bright red beards.
ROYAL ESTATE White ground plicate with clear
mid to dark blue bands. Lovely colour. Quality!
SANDY BEACH Creamy-yellow standards, iridescent light lavender falls with yellow beards, lavender at the ends. Fragrant and ruffled blooms.
SATURN Deep beetroot-purple standards. Wide
black-cherry falls have a lighter halo and burnt
orange beards. Strong growth.
SCARED STIFF Very ruffled black self with
purple-black beards. Quality blooms. Excellent.
SHARE THE SPIRIT Heavily ruffled blue-violet
with a lighter edge to the falls, pale blue beards.
Lots of bloom.

PICTURE BOOK

NEW LEAF

NOW SEE THIS

OPPOSING FORCES
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POPSTAR

QUALIFIED

QUEEN'S CIRCLE
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PURE AND SIMPLE
SUKY White standards flushed violet at the edge.
Violet falls with a white zonal area around white
beards. Ruffled, fragrant blooms. Popular.
SURELY WHITE Lacy white with brown shoulders and tangerine beards with short horns. Vigorous grower and it flowers very early.
TEXTRONICS Heavily ruffled and sweetly
fragrant imperial purple with white beards tipped
orange.
TREASURED Gorgeous alabaster pink with
darker hafts. Super quality ruffled flowers on super
quality show spikes. Tremendous clump effect.
TUSCAN VILLA Lacy creamy yellow and golden
yellow bitone with mustard beards. Great!
WINE FROM THE VINE Excellent grape
purple. It is a complete self including the beard ,
laced standards and wide ruffled falls. Superb.
WINTRY SKY Violet-blue standards, white falls.
Heavily ruffled blooms, well branched spikes.

RACING HEART

ROYAL ESTATE

SANDY BEACH

SUKY

SATURN

SHARE THE SPIRIT

SCARED STIFF
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SURELY WHITE

TEXTRONICS

TREASURED

WINTRY SKY

TUSCAN VILLA

WINE FROM THE VINE

BONANZA STREAM

MEDIAN IRIS

BONKERS

New and Recent Releases

BONANZA STREAM (Grosvenor ’10 BB M 64
cm) Superb pure sky blue with darker blue hafts
and royal blue beards. Winner in Florence. $18
BONKERS (Keppel ’05 IB M 61cm) Mauve
stds,overlaid on yellow. Falls are port wine, intense
yellow hafts, shoulder striping and wire rim. $18
ENLIGHTENED (Sutton ’11 BB M-L 58cm)Blue
violet stds, gold wire edge; dark violet falls, bright
yellow in throat, yellow gold wire edge.
$25
FLYING CIRCUS (Keppel '03 IB M 61cm) Standards are near apricot flushed pale lilac. Falls are
white with a heavy plicata wash and lined reddish
mulberry. Fancy.
$12
HAPPY NOW (Blyth ’10 IB E-M 51cm) Lavender
standards with fine white wire edge. Lavender falls
with white edge and white zone each side of beard.
Very very nice!
$15

HAPPY NOW

ENLIGHTENED

FLYING CIRCUS
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MAN'S BEST FRIEND

PLASMA

SELF INDULGENCE
74

NICHE
MAN’S BEST FRIEND (Black ’08 IB M-L
64cm) Standards are light slate violet, brassy gold
texture veins radiating upward. Falls are medium
red brown, darker texture veins, light butter yellow
veins over hafts, grey white band. Fragrance. $20
NICHE (Ghio ’06 BB E-M 66cm) White stds over
white falls, wide blue violet band. Red beards.$20
PLASMA (Blyth ’06 IB E-M 51cm) Bright red
burgundy standards. Falls are plush smooth red
black with ruffled edge colour of standards. Musky
fragrance.
$20
SELF INDULGENCE (Black ’11 IB M 48 cm)
The pristine white self has soft tangerine over
white beards and a few greenish veins in the heart
of strongly flared falls.
$15
SHIMLA (Blyth ’10 IB M-L 46 cm) Buff apricot
with light violet infusion toward centre of stds.
Falls are creamy-apricot-buff. Many lavender-pink
dots on outer edges. Tangerine beards.
$15

SHIMLA

STEGASAURUS

THRUM

STEGASAURUS (Sutton ’11 BB M 61cm)
Standards cream ground, purple violet dotting
and edge. Falls white, thin red purple edge, white
beards. Slight musky fragrance, ruffled.
$25
THRUM (Blyth ’08 IB E-M 61cm) Rich coral
pink standards. Falls are the same overlaid rosy
slate-pink, white venation beside lightly burnt
tango orange beards. Sweet fragrance.
$12
TIPTOE DANCER (Blyth ’10 E-M 50 cm)
Standards are pink with rose pink stitching. Falls
are apricot with rosy lavender edge.
$15
TRIPOD (Sutton ’05 IB E-M RE 51cm) Yellow
ground heavily washed maroon standards. Falls
are yellow ground, rusty red plicata edge. Beards
are yellow with fuzzy white horns. Ruffled. $15
WHAT ABOUT ME (Johnson ’11 IB M 76cm)
Standards are soft yellow as is band around white
falls. Soft blue beards are the perfect accent. $18
TIPTOE DANCER

WHAT ABOUT ME

TRIPOD
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CHARMED INDEED

DUDE

General Listing

All at $7 ea or any 3 for $18

ELSEDINA

FATHOM
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CHARMED INDEED (Blyth’08 E-M 55cm)
Creamy apricot standards, creamy white falls
edged lemon,butterscotch hafts, bright beards.
DUDE (Keppel ’02 IB E-M 60cm) Caramel
flushed rose stds. Mustard falls peppered raspberry.
ELSEDINA (Grosvenor ’83 BB VE 63cm) White
stitched bright purple. A standout.
FATHOM (Smith ’97 IB M-L 58cm) Wonderful
ruffled light sky blue. Good grower.
FOREST CLOUDS (Bartlett ’02 IB M 64cm)
White stds, lemon haze. Falls brownish grey-green,
yellow beards.
HUM (Blyth ’99 IB VE-E 60cm) Gold bitone with
purple beards. Always popular when listed.
IN A FLASH (Black ’01 IB 60cm) Dark purple
with paler fall edge. Orange beard.
JUST DANCE (Blyth ’95 IB 45cm) Very early
creamy peach bitone. Beautiful.

FOREST CLOUDS

HUM
LILAC HILL (Blyth ’93 IB M 56cm) Mulberry
stds, white falls heavily stitched mulberry.
LITTLE BLUSH (Grosvenor ’09 E-M 56cm)
Rosy tan with red beards, spicy fragrance. Ruffled
blooms are very colourful. Good grower.
ORAGEUX (Cayeux ’95 IB) Copper-yellow
standards, red-black falls with copper beards.
ORINOCO FLOW (Bartlett ’93 E-M-L 87cm)
White ground with dark blue edging and blue
beards. British Dykes Medal winner.
QUEEN BEE (Dunn ’93 BB 55cm) Light violet
stained and netted violet. Violet beards tipped
white. Strong growing border bearded.
RADIANT PINK (Grosvenor ’09 BB M 61cm)
Soft pink standards are lightly laced. Falls are
white with a pale pink edge. Grows well.
ROZ (Innerst ’95 IB M 48cm) Standards are gold.
Falls are gold, with red spot. Great in a clump.
RUMBLE (Blyth ’04 E-M-L 60cm) Deep violet
with a large blue-black area in the falls.

LITTLE BLUSH

IN A FLASH

JUST DANCE

LILAC HILL
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ORAGEUX

ORINOCO FLOW

QUEEN BEE

RUMBLE

RADIANT PINK

ROZ

LOUISIANA IRIS

Notes on Culture
Louisiana iris are water loving plants which
originally came from the swamps of Louisiana in
the US. They can be grown successfully in standing water, in damp or boggy areas such as along the
edges of dams or as ordinary garden perennials as
long as they are given plenty of water.
They are spectacular in warm, humid coastal
areas such as along the NSW, Queensland, NT
and WA coastlines. They also do well in all but
the extremely cold parts of the southern states.
The Taylor irises from Rainbow Ridge are known
world-wide and John enjoys the reputation of being
one of the world’s leading hybridisers.
Louisiana iris should be planted in a well-prepared and heavily composted soil. The soil should
be moist but not sodden to quickly establish roots.
It may be best to establish plants in pots before
planting around dams or emersing in ponds. Once
established, they will grow and increase very
quickly. They can be grown in full sun or partial
shade and need an acid soil. Alkaline soils can
be improved by the addition of sulphur. Once
Louisiana Iris are established they should be
heavily mulched. Any well rotted animal manure
or compost is excellent.
Rhizomes should be planted about 5cm below
the soil surface and about 1m apart as they are
vigorous growers and the rhizomes will spread
among neighboring plants. Depending on vigour
they can be replanted every 3-4 years but, if left
undisturbed in the ground, they need to be fed
heavily with animal manure and chemical fertilizers. They normally flower towards the middle
and end of the tall bearded season.

GOING SOUTH

BETTER BELIEVE IT

BRINDABELLA

DAINTREE
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GUNNER

HEATHER PRYOR

LOUISIANA IRIS
General Listing

INTERPLANET

ITALIAN AFFAIR
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BETTER BELIEVE IT (Taylor ’99 M-L 120cm)
Base colour is yellow with a red border heavier in
the falls. Form is rounded and ruffled.
$10
BRINDABELLA (Taylor ’02 M-L 100cm)
Ruffled light yellow. Beautiful form.
$12
DAINTREE (Taylor ’00 M-L 90cm) Yellow with
a darker area around green signals. Ruffled. $10
GOING SOUTH (Taylor ’94 E-M 110cm) Well
formed blooms in cream, flushed pink and veined
mustard. Dykes Medal winner in 2001.
$10
GUNNER (Taylor ’02 M 110cm) Ruffled violet
with yellow signals. Good grower, popular. $12
HEATHER PRYOR (Taylor ’94 M-L 130cm)
Cream ground veined and flushed pink, paler
towards the rim with greenish centre.
$8
INTERPLANET (Taylor ’00 M 100cm) Light
yellow with falls darker than the standards. Darker

JACK ATTACK

JAZZ BALLET
veins and raised green-yellow signals are a highlight. Styles are the same colour as the falls. $10
ITALIAN AFFAIR (Taylor ’01 M-L 110cm)
Violet-purple with a light buff edge and reverse.
Heavily ruffled with the most attractive form.$12
JACK ATTACK (Taylor ’94 E-M 130cm) Very
tall and well branched purple bitone with yellow
signals. Large ruffled blooms.
$10
JAZZ BALLET (Taylor ’80 M-L 90cm) Heavily
ruffled violet with a lighter rim and reverse. $10
MASTERFUL (Taylor ’01 M-L 110cm) Gorgeous
ruffled blooms with the standards marbled light and
darker violet-purple and the falls a darker purple.
Lighter coloured edge and reverse.
$10
MINERAL SPRING (Taylor ’09 M 90cm) White
standards brushed mauve pink and rosy pink falls.
Ruffled flowers on show spikes. Excellent. $12
OCEAN GOING (Taylor ’99 M-L 120cm) Gorgeous mid blue with a slightly lighter rim. Ruffled,
rounded blooms. Excellent.
$10

PAMELA HART

MASTERFUL

MINERAL SPRINGS

OCEAN GOING
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SERIOUSLY BLUE

SIT IN
PAMELA HART (Taylor ’94 M 140cm) Bright
mid yellow with green-yellow signals on all petals,
rounded, ruffled and serrated.
$10
SERIOUSLY BLUE (Taylor ’01 M 110cm)
Ruffled rich to dark blue lit up with large yellow
signals. Sensational colour.
$10
SIT IN (Taylor ’00 M 110cm) Marbled pink and
white standards, darker rose falls with a lighter
edge. Very Nice.
$10
SMART CARD (Taylor ’99 M 120cm) Ripple
ruffled and textured purple with darker veins.
Excellent garden performance.
$10
SOFT HEARTED (Dunn ’00 M-L 90cm)
Mid blue with a white hairline edge. Excellent
growth.
$12
UNDERCOVER (Taylor ’99 M-L 100cm)
Rich blue-violet all lit up by yellow signals. The
rounded, ruffled form is superb.
$12

SMART CARD

SOFT HEARTED
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UNDERCOVER

DAYLILIES
Notes on Culture
Daylilies are very easy to grow and their cultural
requirements are few but like most perennials they
will give a more rewarding display if they are given
care and attention. They are virtually disease and
pest free and will grow anywhere in Australia.
Snails and slugs can be a problem in among the
plants but they rarely touch the flowers. Aphids
can be a problem but are readily controlled. Spider
mites can be a problem in hot dry weather conditions and will need to be attended to. They can
be controlled naturally, by introducing predators
or by using chemical sprays.
The daylily crown should be planted about 2cm
below ground level and plants separated by 60cm
to 80cm in a well-worked soil which has been
improved by compost or manure. We use a slow
release fertilizer at planting time to ensure good
early and continued growth. The plants should
be well watered until growth starts and they then
should be treated to normal good garden care
for best results. They will, however, withstand
drought and will also grow well in wet conditions.
Most varieties give their best display in full sun
but again, they will grow well in semi-shade. We
fertilize established clumps with Dynamic Lifter in
late winter/early spring and again in late summer/
early autumn. This seems to give the best results.
Flower size, growth and quantity of bloom will
depend on time of planting, weather and cultural
conditions. Best results will be obtained on second
and third years clumps. Clumps are best divided
after 3 or 4 years to maintain optimum flowers size,
quality and quantity.

CARVED INITIALS

AWESOME CANDY

BITTERSWEET HOLIDAY

BLACK AMBROSIA
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CATALINA

EDITH SLINGER

DAYLILIES

General Listing

ENDURING BEAUTY

ETERNALLY GRATEFUL
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AWESOME CANDY (Stamile ’00 EV 36’’ Tet
E-M Re) Yellow with a cherry red eye and picotee
above green throat.
$30
BITTERSWEET HOLIDAY(Kirchoff ’81 Ev
Tet M) (Kirchoff '81 Ev Tet M) Red-burnt orange
blend with yellow halo.
$12
BLACK AMBROSIA (Salter’91 SE-E 28” Tet
M Re) Large near black from the purple side with
excellent growth and all round performance. $20
CARVED INITIALS (Petit ’05 SEv 36’’ Tet M
Re) Coral self above a green throat.
$28
CATALINA (Stamile Dor 22” Tet E-M Re)
Peach-pink blend with a green throat. Nicely ruffled and rounded. Prolific bloom.
$12
EDITH SLINGER (Slater SEv 25"E-M RE
SEV) Rose pink with blend wire gold edge. This
is a lovely, ruffled daylily of superb quality. $25

HEAVY METAL

HER MAJESTY'S WIZARD
ENDURING BEAUTY (Petit ’05 SEv 26’’ Tet
M Re) Gold with a green edge above green throat.
Heavy substance, lots of looping ruffles.
$35
ETERNALLY GRATEFUL (Petit ’05 SEv 36’’
Tet M Re) Pink edged gold, green throat.
$30
HEAVY METAL (Petit ’01 Ev 27’’ Tet M Re)
Yellow with complex patterned metallic eye above
green throat.
$20
HEAVY METAL HER MAJESTY'S WIZARD
(Salter SEv 24” Tet E-M Re) Purple blend with a
fancy centre and light gold ruffled edge.
$20
NATURES POETRY (Petit ’05 SEv 27’’ Tet M
Re) Peach with a purple gold eye and edge above
green throat.
$25
PLATINUM AND GOLD (Stamile ’96 Ev 24’’
Tet E-M Re) Near white with light green blush and
gold braided edge above a green throat.
$25
POPCORN PETE (Petit SEv 25"Tet M) Purple
with lighter watermark & gold edge above a greenyellow throat.
$25

ROSE FIREGLOW

NATURES POETRY

PLATINUM AND GOLD

POPCORN PETE
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SCARLET ORBIT

SUSAN PRITCHARD PETIT

TRIPLE CHERRIES
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SPLENDID TOUCH
ROSE FIREGLOW (Stamile ’00 Ev 28’’ Tet E-M
Re) Deep rose edged gold above green throat. $25
SCARLET ORBIT (Gates Ev 22" Tet E Re)
Round, ruffled scarlet red with a darker halo.
Quality red for productivity and vigour.
$12
SPLENDID TOUCH (Stamile ’96 Ev 26’’ Tet
E-M Re) Fragrant large ruffled pale pink with
darker pink halo and gold edge. Thick waxy sunfast
petals on beautiful round form.
$22
SUSAN PRITCHARD PETIT (Petit ’01 SEv
20’’ Tet M Re) Burgundy rose with deeper rose
watermark and green throat, gold on the edges.
Consistently double. Very lovely and fragrant. $20
TRIPLE CHERRIES (Petit ’05 SEv 29’’ Tet M
Re) Peach pink with a dark saturated cherry red
eye and picotee, ruffled petal edges are surrounded
by second bubbly white edge, green throat. $35
VIOLET TRANQUILITY (Petit ’05 SEv 36’’Tet
M Re) Lavender with blue violet eye and wire gold
edge above green throat.
$30

VIOLET TRANQUILITY

CALIFORNIAN IRIS
BARE ROOTED PLANTS

PLEASE ORDER SEPARATELY FROM OTHER IRIS AND DAYLILIES.
Plants will be posted May - June 2016 $12 EACH, 10 FOR $110, 20 FOR $200,

FULL COLLECTION $400
add EXPRESS POSTAGE $15

We will also be selling 12cm POTTED named Californian Iris (different varieties again) at the NSW
Iris Society Show, at John Taylor's garden on Millthorpe Garden Ramble weekend, and at other Open
Days this spring (see Introduction for details).
Californian iris, also referred to as Pacific coast iris, are native iris of the west coast of the US They
are, in general, evergreen and form small, compact plants that send up flowering spikes from early to
mid spring. Foliage varies in height from 20cm to 45cm. Bloom sits beautifully above the foliage.
While they are found in the foothills of higher ranges, Californian Iris are not alpine plants. They prefer
high winter and early spring rain followed by long dryish summers. They tolerate cold in the winter and
relish heat in the summer. While full sun is satisfactory in all but the hottest climates, most of these iris
will grow best in a semi-shaded position.
Care must be taken when dividing and replanting to have only young divisions and only when the new
white roots are forming in late autumn, early winter. (mid May to early June). When planting it is very
important not to let the root system dry out, and once planted the ground should be kept damp until the
plants are actively growing.
Feeding Californian iris consist of a 9 month slow-release fertilizer in mid to late May and then a light
feed with a general rose food in early spring.
Californian iris can be used extensively in different garden situations. They can be used to give spectacular
displays over a long period either as mass plantings in large garden beds or as long rows along paths
or driveways. They are also great as feature or spot plantings among other perennials or annuals, they
shine like beacons. Another great use is under planting for standardised plants in circular or square beds.
Because these iris grow so well in pots, they can be grown to large potted specimens or used as companion plants in pots of various sizes with other perennials or annuals.
Plants come in a wide range of warm and cool colours - yellow, orange, gold, russet, red, white, shades
of blue, violet and purple through to black. There are also pink, apricot, mauve, peach , orchid and
heliotrope. With their veining and signal patches many of the Californian Iris are bicolours and bitones
Blending and contrasting styles also add to the beauty.
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ALL INDIGO
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BAHANA CABANA

BAT YOUR EYES

BATTLE ON

CHOPIN

CANDY CRUSH

CARMA SUPRA

DEFLECTION

DERBY WARS

DUNN GOOD
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DREAM TIME

DISTRACTION
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EYEFUL

FLURO NIGHTS

FORGOTTEN RULES

HONOUR CODE

GLORIOUS

GRAND VINTAGE

KIIND OF GENIUS

LOTUS BREEZE

MAYHEM

LOVE BOMB

MASTER SPIRIT

LUCKY CHAPPEY
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MORNING COFFEE

ORANGE ZEST

PERFECT TIMING

PUPPET SHOW

POSITIVE TREND

PROPHET

QUIZ MASTER

RED LIGHT

SPEAK OF THE DEVIL

SEA SCRIPT

SNOWPOKE
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STAGE LEFT

STARS ABOVE ME

STIPULATE

THE ROOKIE

SUNCLIPSE

TAKE THE DEAL

TOM FOOLERY

TWISTED

WORTH A FORTUNE

WAR LORD

CALIFORNIAN IRIS AT EIDOLIA PARK
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COLLECTIONS
For 2016 we offer the following collections at a considerable discount on catalogue prices
(these collections do not attract other benefits such as gift plants).
TB 1 A collection (our selection) of 8 Tall Bearded iris, separately named and labelled
in a wide colour range, for $40 plus postage (Catalogue value at least $72).
TB 2 A collection (our selection) of 8 Tall Bearded iris, separately named and labelled
in a wide colour range, for $65 plus postage (Catalogue value at least $110).
TB 3 A collection of 3 or more New Release TB iris (of your choice), separately named
and labelled, for catalogue price less 20% plus postage.
LA 1 A collection (our selection) of 8 Louisiana iris, separately named and labelled in
a wide colour range, for $50 plus postage (Catalogue value at least $80).
DAY 1 A collection (our selection) of 6 large flowered Daylilies, separately named and
labelled in a wide colour range, for $50 plus postage (Catalogue value at least $80).
See inside front cover for postage.
If you want more than one type of plant, order separate collections.
Please note:
(1) With collections (except TB 3), we select the particular varieties. If you wish to get
specific named varieties or colours you should order from the catalogue and pay the
catalogue price.
(2) Collections may include varieties from recent past catalogues as well as the
current catalogue.

TALL BEARDED IRIS AT EIDOLIA PARK

GARDEN VIEWS FEATURING TALL BEARDED IRIS
CORDOBA, FLUENT MANDARIN, AND MY FRIEND JOYCE

TALL BEARDED IRIS HELEN DAWN

